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Abstract 

The study aims to investigate how the teacher and the student in a one-to-one 

Mandarin Chinese as a foreign language (MFL) class construct their repair trajectories 

to solve the defined problems and what the characteristics of the repairs in this context 

are. Within the framework of Conversation Analysis (CA), the author analyzes the 

video-recorded data from the emic perspective and identifies seven repair trajectories 

in her data. The findings suggest that the most frequently appear repair type is 

teacher’s other-repair, including student’s self-initiated teacher’s other-repair and 

teacher’s correction to the student’s errors. Besides, student’s self-initiated self-repair 

is also regularly observed while the teacher’s self-initiated self-repair is the less 

preferred one. The majority of the trouble-sources are due to the student’s lack of 

lexical, grammatical or structure knowledge. It is also found that the interaction 

between the participants is more like the ordinary interaction between a native and a 

non-native speaker in a non-educative context but with the more significant 

asymmetry. 

 

Keywords: Conversation Analysis, repair, foreign languages teaching, Mandarin 

Chinese, Mandarin Chinese as a foreign language, one-to-one class 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 
 

Resumen 

 

El estudio pretende investigar cómo la profesora y la estudiante en una clase privada 

de chino mandarín como lengua extranjera (MLE) construyen su trayectoria de 

reparación para resolver los problemas definidos y cuáles son las características de las 

reparaciones en este contexto. En el marco de Análisis de Conversación (AC), la 

autora analiza los datos grabados en vídeo desde la perspectiva émica e identifica 

siete trayectorias de reparación en sus datos. Los hallazgos sugieren que el tipo de 

reparación que aparece con más frecuencia es el de la otra reparación de la profesora, 

incluyendo la reparación autoiniciada de la estudiante. Además, la auto-reparación 

autoiniciada de la estudiante también es observada regularmente mientras la 

auto-reparación autoiniciada de la profesora es la menos preferida. La mayoría de las 

fuentes de problemas se deben a la falta de un conocimiento léxico, gramatical o 

estructural del estudiante. También se observa que la interacción entre las 

participantes es más como la interacción ordinaria entre un hablante nativo y un 

hablante no nativo en un contexto no educativo pero con una asimetría más 

significativa. 

 

Palabras clave: análisis de conversación, reparación, enseñanza de idiomas 

extranjeros, chino mandarín, chino mandarín como lengua extranjera, clase privada 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 
 

Resum 

 

L'estudi pretén investigar com la professora i la estudiant en una classe privada de 

xinès mandarí com a llengua estrangera (MLE) construeixen la seva trajectoria de 

reparació per resoldre els problemes definits i quines són les característiques de les 

reparacions en aquest context. En el marc de Anàlisi de Conversa (AC), l'autora 

analitza les dades gravades en vídeo des de la perspectiva èmica i identifica set 

trajectòries de reparació en les seves dades. Les troballes suggereixen que el tipus de 

reparació que apareix amb més freqüència és el de l’altre reparació de la professora, 

incloent-hi la reparació autoiniciada de la estudiant. A més, l'auto-reparació 

autoiniciada de l'estudiant també s'observa regularment mentre l'auto-reparació 

autoiniciada de la professora és la menys preferida. La majoria de les fonts de 

problemes es deuen a la manca d'un coneixement lèxic, gramatical o estructural de la 

estudiant. També s'observa que la interacció entre les participants és més com la 

interacció ordinària entre un parlant nadiu i un parlant no nadiu en un context no 

educatiu però amb una asimetria més significativa. 

 

Paraules clau: anàlisi de conversa, reparació, ensenyament d'idiomes estrangers, xinès 

mandarí, xinès mandarí com a llengua estrangera, classe privada 
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1. Introduction 

Repair has always been an important research subject which draws attention from 

those analysts since it is one of the 14 fundamental characteristics of conversation 

(Sacks et al., 1974) and a common communicative mechanism existing in every 

language and different forms of interactions (Dingemanse et al., 2015). Due to the fact 

that it occurs frequently in foreign language (FL) or second language (L2) classroom 

settings, it is regarded an appropriate and effective manner to understand the 

communicative organizations or patterns of the interaction between the participants, 

namely the instructors and the learners, an indicator of learners’ awareness and 

cognition status, e.g. self-initiated self-repair, a source to analyze students’ learning 

process and trajectory, or even a reflection or suggestion for instructors to improve, 

adjust or establish their teaching mode, etc.  

 

By virtue of that the approach of Conversation Analysis (CA), which aims to analyze 

the social interaction in our daily life and other more task-centered settings with both 

verbal and non-verbal conducts considered, was developed based on English and the 

majority of the studies on classroom repairs are conducted in the English as a foreign 

language (EFL) settings, research on the classroom repairs of other languages is still 

insufficient even though nowadays there are more analysts emphasize their 

investigation on this focus. As native speaker of Mandarin Chinese and teacher of 

Mandarin Chinese as a FL, the author of the current study regards it adequate to 

analyze the repair sequences in her one-to-one class in order to have a more profound 

insight of how repairs function in this context and what their characteristics are, 

hoping to make contribution to the research field of conversation analysis in Mandarin 

Chinese and teaching Mandarin Chinese as a FL or L2.  

 

Consequently, in section 2 the author is going to introduce the phenomena of repair in 

four dimensions with the order that the general characteristics of repair in section 2.1, 

repair in Mandarin Chinese in section 2.1.1, repair in FL or L2 learning context in 

section 2.2 and finally repair in Mandarin Chinese as a foreign language (MFL) 

context in section 2.2.1. And then in section 3, she will reveal the aims of the current 

study and propose research questions corresponding to the objectives. Section 4 is the 

presentation of the methodology that the author adopts in the research. She will first 

introduce the approach of CA and then explain the data collection process in section 

4.1 and present the profiles of the participants and the features of the one-to-one MFL 

class in section 4.2 respectively, and ultimately she will explain the data transcription 

system and the methods adopted in section 4.3. Later in section 5, through the four 

extracts demonstrated by the author, readers can find seven repair patterns identified 
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in the data and how they are constructed by the participants. Eventually, in section 6 

the author is going to discuss the findings of the current study by comparing them to 

the previous studies and making conclusion by providing some future research lines 

and suggestions.  

 

2. Theoretical framework 

The principle theories which the author is going to apply in the current study are 

presented in this section. In section 2.1, the author will introduce the general 

characteristics and phenomena of repair, which are the basis and the foundational core 

of this research. Later, based on those previous theoretical studies, in section 2.1.1 we 

will see some findings which discovered by the researchers who aim to analyze the 

repair in naturally occurring conversation of Mandarin Chinese. Then, in section 2.2, 

the features and some studies about repair phenomena in foreign language (FL) or 

second language (L2) classroom will be presented. And finally, the repair findings in 

the more specific setting – Mandarin Chinese as foreign language (MFL) classroom – 

are discussed in section 2.2.1.  

2.1 General characteristics of repair  

The phenomenon of turn-taking is a basic and essential mechanism to organize the 

conversation and discourse which allows the speakers to participate in the orderly manner. 

And the adjacent pair (Schegloff y Sacks, 1973; Schegloff, 2007), the minimum 

conversational sequence, is formed by two consecutive speech turns which are produced 

by different speakers and indicates that the second utterance is related to the first one, 

showing the projectability (Auer, 2002; Liddicoat, 2004). and the indexicalty (Heritage, 

1984b; Ochs, 1990; Sorjonen, 1996) between each other. 

 

Projectability refers to the phenomenon that an individual action or part of it predicts the 

occurrence of another (Auer, 2002). It is the ability for a current moment of the talk in 

progress to provide for anticipation of the possible following talk. Since a speech turn 

projects the following one, a contingency relationship is established due to the fact that 

the turn should demonstrate affiliation (Du Bois y Kärkkäinen, 2012; Dings, 2014) with 

the previous one. In this way, a relationship of intersubjectivity (Sacks, 1992) between the 

speakers and their actions will be established. The most basic concept of intersujbectivity 

involves in the interaction between two subjects, which are self and others. It indicates a 

common engagement which exists between two parties when the self-individual 

subjectivity is well communicated and understood (Sidnell, 2015). According to 

Schegloff (2006), it emphasizes a shared cognition and consensus which plays a crucial 

role in shaping our ideas and relations. As a result, speakers always search for the 
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collaboration of their listeners and the willingness to understand what they are referring to 

(Fant, 2007; Lindström & Sorjonen, 2013). In this sense, the shared knowledge is 

fundamental for the establishment of intersubjectivity, which is indispensable for 

maintaining the progressivity of the interaction. By virtue of that the first turn always 

pursues a second turn in agreement (Pomerantz, 1984), if the first one fails to obtain a 

second one corresponding to it, the second turn will thus be considered absent and, 

therefore, the intersubjectivity is threatened.  

 

Since not all conversational sequences present a continuous comprehension among the 

participants, they usually intend to find the treatments which function as solutions to the 

problems or the potential problems which they have caused or noticed in the conversation 

and can or can possibly obstruct the progression of the interaction. This treatment is 

known as repair (Schegloff et al.,1977; Drew, 1997, 2005; Robinson, 2006; Egbert et al., 

2009; Hayashi et al., 2013) Thus, repair should be understood as the treatment of a 

problem that occurs in an interactive use of the language (Seedhouse, 2007), such as 

problems of pronunciation, listening, understanding or of false, irrelative or inappropriate 

information or expression. The initial of the repair trajectory will be established just when 

one of the speakers indicates the existence of a problem in some statement and implies a 

later element that works as a correction or attempt to solve the problem. This attempt at a 

solution can be identified as the core of repair (Hinnenkamp, 2003, p. 75). And the 

trajectory of the repair will be finished when the speakers finally return to the point where 

the problems haven’t existed (Batlle, 2005, p. 108).  

 

Any elements of the interaction can be repaired; it’s a universal phenomenon which can 

be found in every language (Dingemanse et al., 2015) and is common in all the 

communicative systems (Schegloff, et al., 1977, Hatch, 1992: 6, Gardner & Wagner, 2004: 

10). Operating under the parameters of the speech shift system, this mechanism also 

functions as discourse monitor (Schegloff et al., 1977) in the sense that it keeps the 

speech under observation, discerns the impediments or impediments-to-be and solves or 

precludes the problems. According to Batlle (2015), although some authors, like Goodwin 

(1981), argue that there are no restrictions to the usage of repair due to the fact that it can 

be placed closely to any speech turn to demonstrate the understanding problems which 

are caused in the previous turns (Egbert, 1997: 23), it should always occur as close as 

possible to the turn where the problems exist because the characteristics of the subsequent 

TCU will depend on the anterior (Hall, 2007: 512). Furthermore, the repair should be as 

short as possible and should involve the maximum effort to return to the original topic left 

aside (Batlle, 2015: 120). 
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As it has shown, repair searches for cooperation among participants, minimizing the 

threat to the image caused by the loss of mutual comprehension and restoring the 

intersubjectivity and the progressivity inherent in the interaction. However, as Hayashi 

(2005) and Heritage (2007) points out, there’s a potential and fundamental problem that 

the speaker can make intersubjectivity prevail over progressivity. In order to maintain the 

progressivity of an interaction, it is inevitable and imperative that the participants leave 

aside the progressivity for a while to first repair the intersubjectivity. In other words, they 

intend to construct and achieve the mutual understanding between each other and then 

return to continue the main subject. Hence, it’s conflictual that although the progressivity 

is supported by the intersubjectivity, the intention to keep the intersubjectivity actually 

tends to interrupt the progressivity itself. Yet generally speaking, the repair cannot be 

regarded as rupture in the cooperation of the participants (Wardhaugh, 1985) because it 

demonstrates the willingness to understand from the interlocutor’s part and to be 

understood from the speaker’s part. Since the interaction is between at least two persons, 

it is the responsibility of both parties to be aware of the progression of the interaction, 

maintain the intersubjectivity and repair the broken or retarded progressivity (Heritage, 

2007). If only a single party shows the awareness of the problems and the willingness to 

make up for them, the participants of the interaction still won’t achieve reciprocity of 

perspectives.         

 

Emmanuel Schegloff, Harvey Sacks and Gail Jefferson (1977) propose the typology for 

the repair mechanism, based on the relationship between the participants, the actions they 

perform and the interactional sequence. It focus on “who initiates the repair trajectory by 

marking the problem” and “who completes the trajectory by solving the problem”. 

Therefore, they determine four basic types of repair. First, depending on who initiates the 

repair, there are self-initiated repair and other-initiated repair; then, depending on who 

does the repair, there are self-repair and other-repair. Thus finally by combining them 

together, there are self-initiated self-repair, other-initiated self-repair, self-initiated 

other-repair and other-initiated other-repair. On the other hand, from the viewpoint of 

authors like Liddicoat (2007), the phenomenon of repair can also be identified according 

to the position where it is carried out, thus as they propose, there are same-turn repair, 

transition space repair, next position repair, and third position repair. According to 

Schegloff et al. (1977), in ordinary talk-in conversation the most favorable and common 

repair trajectory is self-initiated self-repair while the less preferred one is other-initiated 

other-repair.  

2.1.1 Repairs in Mandarin Chinese  

Research on repairs in Mandarin Chinese has been conducted one after another based 
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on different discursive perspectives since the 1990’s. Three self-repair patterns in 

Mandarin Chinese are proposed in the pioneering study of Tao (1995), which are 

recycling, replacement and restructuring. Later based on the previous study, Chiu 

(1996) focuses on the phenomenon of recycling in self-repair and points out that the 

way in which the repair is carried out depends on the quantity and the complexity of 

the lexicons. It tends to recycle only the word which positions right before it but will 

be blocked if the following word is in the complex NP form. She also suggests six 

categories in self-repair, namely repetition, completion, replacement, addition, 

reordering, and abandonment. Zhang (1998) provides a comprehensive analysis on the 

repair organization in Mandarin Chinese and indicates that it generally corresponds to 

the findings in American English in the study of Schegloff, Jefferson and Sacks (1977) 

regarding to the mechanisms and the trajectories from the initiation to the 

consummation of the repair. According to her, the repair in Mandarin Chinese is quite 

relevant to the turn-taking system and the syntax of the Turn Constructional Unit 

(TCU), the most basic and minimum unit from which the speech turns are formed 

(Sacks et al., 1974, p. 702-703; Clayman, 2013) and also functions like a minimum 

unit of meaning in the conversation. Furthermore, in the cases of self-repair, it is 

found that the repair-initiations tend to be issued before the turn in which the 

problems exist reaches to the transition relevance place; while in other-repairs, it is 

also noticed that the repair tends to be issued a little bit earlier before the turn in 

which the problem is caused reaches to the potential completion point. This finding 

demonstrates the tendency that in Mandarin Chinese the repair is usually carried out 

locally which agrees to the characteristic that there’s preference that the repair should 

be located as closely as possible to the trouble source. 

 

In line with the study of Tseng (2006), the most frequently used repair pattern is 

repetition which tends to be only one phrase or simple phrases which consist of 

monosyllabic or disyllabic lexicons, suggesting that in Mandarin Chinese repetition is 

the most economic and immediate manner of repair and its function is inclined to be 

pragmatic. In addition, among all the syntactic categories, nouns, adverbial phrases 

and verbs are the mostly used in the repair in Mandarin (Tseng, 2006, p. 97). She also 

explains that since the repair can be issued for any morphological components of a 

word in a compound lexicon, it is noticed that the repair in Mandarin is seldom 

composed of long word sequences. Even though the repair occurs in a complicated 

phrase, it is usually placed at the morphological component following right after the 

problematic one, which again verifies the localizability of the repair; and according to 

her, the immediateness in the Chinese repair can be considered as 

morpheme-boundary.  
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Two types of repeat-formatted other-initiated repair are examined in the research of 

Wu (2006), which are question-intoned repeat and repeat suffixed with the final 

particle “a”. These two practices not only initiate the reparation itself but also operate 

as devices to conduct the additional negative actions. The a-suffixed repeats generally 

indicate that the repeated parts are improper or incorrect according to the previous 

experience or knowledge of the speaker, while the question-intoned repeats normally 

express that the repeated parts are out of the expectation of the speaker. Furthermore, 

although these two kinds of repair tend to appear in seemingly overlapped contexts, 

they demonstrate the clever division of labor (Wu, 2006, p. 104). In contrast to 

English, the repeat-formatted other-initiated repair in Mandarin Chinese does not just 

functions to mark a hearing or understanding problem or imply the alignment matter, 

but also offer the speakers two different manners in which they can direct to a more 

accurate position when dealing with the problems with their interlocutors (Wu, 2006, 

p. 105).  

 

In the paper of Luke and Zhang (2010), they focus on the phenomenon of insertion 

and investigate its major types and functions in the situational and sequential context 

as a same-turn self-repair mechanism in Chinese. They identify two categories of 

insertion, which are local and global. According to their data, the local insertions are 

significantly related to syntax and work directly on the trouble sources while the 

global ones tilde to be background information which functions as supplementation, 

rather than expanding or reconstructing the sentences, they merely suspend the 

progressivity of the sentences for a while without modifying or adding syntactic items. 

In terms of the sequential contexts, Luke and Zhang (2010) suggest various 

interactional functions that insertions perform, such as identification and 

supplementary narration.  

 

Apart from discursive perspective, the prosodic phenomenon of the repair in 

Mandarin Chinese also draws the attention from some of the researchers. Tseng (2006) 

also adopted statistic and prosodic measure to investigate the re-initiation process of 

Mandarin Chinese repairs and their relationship to the intonation units. The findings 

indicate that there are significant prosodic markings on both repeated and corrected 

constituents where the alternations of both types of repairs are marked by a faster 

speaking tempo, a shorter duration, and a weaker intensity (Tseng, 2006). And then 

mainly based on the anterior studies, by the approach of interactional prosody, Chen 

(2011) conducted the research which aims to exam the manners in which the acoustic 

variables in recycling repair might combine to produce likely sound patterns in 

achieving those communicative purposes. After analyzing and categorizing six sound 
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patterns by the approaches of interactional prosody, Chen (2011) also applies the 

qualitative approach to study the functions of the recyclings in those cases and 

suggests their usages, such as “project a continuation of further explanation on the 

current discourse topic”, “project a shift in a contrastive viewpoint”, “word search or 

content search” and so on (Chen, 2011).  

2.2 Repairs in foreign language learning context 

According to Seedhouse (2004), repairs which take place in the second language (L2) 

classroom have the tendency of taking a heavier load than in other social contexts. 

Like other institutional conversations, the conversation occurring between the teacher 

and the student in the L2 or FL learning context differs from ordinary conversation in 

the following aspects: first, it is more rigid in the systematic organization of 

interaction (Seedhouse, 2005a, p. 166) since the participation order and the type of 

expected contribution is much more predictable; second, the sequential organization is 

especially sensitive to the context which determines specific professional identities; 

third, there are certain characteristics of the context or certain rules, obligations and 

rights in the relationship between the participants (Drew, 1991, Drew and Heritage, 

1992b), such as asymmetry (Marková and Froppa, 1991), which is due to the didactic 

contract (Batlle, 2011) and the significant interval between the levels of expertise held 

by the participants in the classroom setting; moreover, the topics that the participants 

talk about are also limited by their interpersonal relationship and the particular 

institutional aim (Seedhouse & Richards, 2007). 

 

Hall (2007a, 2007b) and other researchers argue that in certain cases correction should 

be treated differently instead of being regarded as a sub-category of repair. According 

to her viewpoint, repair and instructional correction are different practices in 

classroom interaction since correction is the evaluative feedback turn in the IRE 

(initiation-response-evaluation) (Sinclair & Coulthard, 1975) sequence. However, 

Seedhouse (2007) responds to her argument by first providing the definition that 

repair concerns the treatment of trouble occurring in the interactive language use 

while correction refers to replacement of a trouble item by another item, and a trouble 

is defined as anything which for the participants is impeding their communication. He 

further indicates that correction doesn’t have special status in CA since it’s just one of 

the numerous repair options, which is also supported by the statement of van Lier 

(1988) and Hutchby and Wooffitt (1998) that repair is a general term which covers a 

wide range of phenomena including correction or error replacement. Additionally, he 

further suggests that according to the point of view of Drew and Heritage (1992) “in 

institutional talk, the goal and focus determine what constitutes trouble and what the 
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focus and conduct of repair is” (Seedhouse, 2007. P. 530). Thus, students’ soliciting to 

the teacher’s confirmation to the appropriation of grammar or vocabulary (Liebscher 

& Dailey-O’Cain, 2003, p. 383) is considered as repair since it actually implies the 

existence of a problem although there is no breakdown in intersubjectivity hindering 

the communication.  

 

According to the study of Kasper (1985) about repair in FL teaching, trouble-sources 

in the language-centered phase, which focuses on the formal correctness, almost 

appear in the utterances of learners while there’s no occurrence of self-initiated 

other-repair or other-initiated other-repair resulted from teacher’s utterances; however, 

self-initiated self-repair of a teacher’s utterance does happen in the few cases. The 

preference of the repair type in the language-centered phase is other-initiated repair of 

students’ utterances. On the other hands, in content-centered phase, which aims to 

develop the ability of the students to express their idea about some contents, 

self-initiated and self-repair is favored by both students and teacher while the 

teacher's self-repairs often have educative purposes such as securing understanding 

and teaching new vocabulary. This kind of repair is the most efficient one in regard of 

maintaining the progressivity of the communication due to the fact that the other party 

doesn’t involve in the repair process. Other-initiated and other-repair of students' 

utterances occur frequently as in the language-centered phase and in non-educational 

context between native and non-native speakers (Faerch and Kasper, 1982).   

 

Van Lier (1988) identifies three different types of repairs: the first one focuses on the 

forms and functions of the target language learning; the second one concentrates on 

the transmission of thoughts, information, etc.; and the last one centralizes on the 

organization of the teaching-learning action structure. Since the first repairs can be 

found in the interaction concentrating on the content, he further identifies two types of 

repairs: didactic repair and conversational repair. Regarding to his findings, 

self-initiated self-repair appears frequently but more in the cases when the students 

are talking to their peers, while in the interaction with the teacher other-repair has the 

tendency to occur more, and actually self-initiated other-repair is the most frequent 

interaction in the FL classroom when students search for a certain linguistic form and 

solicit teacher’s assistance. In relation to other-repair, corrections can occur in the 

same turn or the following turn; next-turn other-repair mainly due to hearing problem 

or misunderstanding while same-turn other-repair aims to help students with their 

speaking problems. But van Lier suggests that since other-repair gets rid of the 

opportunities of self-repair which might be an important learning activity, a little 

delay in this kind of repair is appropriate and necessary in correspond to what Holley 
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and King (1971) and Fanselow (1977) propose.  

 

Seedhouse (2004) describes his work an attempt of extending the variable approach of 

Kasper (1985) and van Lier (1988), and emphases that in L2 classroom the 

organization of repair varies depends on different contexts since they have different 

didactic focus and thus lead to distinctive organization and each context has its own 

definition of what the trouble consists of and what to repair (Seedhouse, 2004, p. 159). 

Regarding to his findings, repair in form-and-accuracy contexts focus on the formal 

correctness therefore is strongly related to linguistic forms. The teacher initiates repair 

sequences if the student’s utterance is "not exactly identical to those intended by the 

teacher's pedagogical focus" (Seedhouse, 2004, p. 144). Thus the repair is 

overwhelmingly initiated by the teacher, and according to his data, self-repair happens 

more frequently than other-repair. But students’ self-initiated other-repair is also 

commonly found when they are no longer capable to process the statement or doubt 

the appropriation of a produced form. Besides, there’s a repair pattern rarely found in 

daily interaction, which is that the problems of the former student can be solved by 

another student due to the assignment of the teacher. In meaning-and-fluency contexts 

repair focuses on seeking mutual understanding and negotiation of meaning. In this 

situation, linguistic errors usually appear to be ignored, accepted or corrected in a 

convert way in the teacher’s turn as long as they do not cause a breakdown in the 

communication, which makes repair conducted in the manner more similar to 

ordinary conversation (Seedhouse, 2004, p. 149). Repair in the task-oriented contexts 

has the mission of overcoming the problems that hinder communication and 

negotiating the intersubjectivity. Hence, the errors, except those hindrances, will not 

be repaired since the participants, namely the students, only focus on completing the 

task assigned by the teacher through their interaction and seldom conduct peer-repair 

on the linguistic forms. However, students’ self-initiated and teacher’s other-repair is 

rather commonly found in this context when students turn to the teacher for 

assistance.  

 

In addition to the three fundamental studies that have been mentioned above, there are 

still numerous researches dedicating to this topic but in a more specific scope. For 

instance, Alifathabadi and Khodadady (2014) investigate the repairs in the 

conversation of two groups of English as a foreign language (EFL) students in Iran, 

who are at intermediate and advanced level respectively, and find that there is a 

preference of self-repair over other-repair but among advanced students self-initiated 

other-repair is frequently noticed since they have more confidence to seek the 

cooperation of their interlocutors, namely the teachers in this case. Aleksius and 
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Saukah (2018) focus on the other-initiated repair strategies used by the Indonesian 

EFL students who don’t have high proficiency in the target language and disclose that 

despite of their FL level they are still capable to spot the trouble-sources and initiate 

other-repairs. Lehti-Eklund (2013) concentrates on the code-switching to first 

language (L1) in repairs conducted by Finn learners of Swedish as a FL; according to 

the findings she suggests that although students can efficiently reach their 

intersubjectivity and resume the institutional task when switching to L1, how to 

operate repairs in the FL should be included in the teaching activities as an important 

issue.     

2.2.1 Repairs in Mandarin Chinese as a foreign language classroom 

The research of Rylander (2004) is about the whole view of the interaction analysis in 

the MFL setting. Regarding to his data, the teacher provides both unsolicited and 

solicited other-repair on students’ lexical and pronunciation mistakes and other 

students also provide unsolicited repair, although with little frequency in both cases. 

His data shows clearly how participants orient to their roles within the speech event; 

for example, one of the students actively structures his turns to solicit the repair from 

the teacher while another structures his turn mostly to respond to the teacher’s 

feedback and offers of how to proceed. Generally speaking, the learners respectively 

respond to the teacher’s repairs to their problems of lexical choices and pronunciation, 

orienting to the role of the teacher and also to their own identities as students in the 

context of MFL classroom.   

 

In the study of Wang and Wu (2015) the analyzed data was collected from the MFL 

classroom in China. According to them, the most frequent repair patterns are teacher’s 

other-initiated and student’s self-repair, teacher’s self-initiated self-repair, and 

student’s self-initiated self-repair. Consistent with Levinson’s theory of face threaten 

(1983), they point out that high frequency of the self-repair occurrence has positive 

influence on the classroom atmosphere and can increase the self-confidence of the FL 

learners. On the other hand, self-repair can also help students monitor their language 

output, which is considered an opportunity and advantage for their language 

acquisition (Heritage, 2011). They also find that most trouble-sources which occur in 

the teachers’ self-initiated self-repair are caused by their slip of the tongue instead of 

some real errors. Besides, interrogative sentences are used by students’ self-initiated 

repair in the way of asking for the teacher’s help while teachers use question 

sentences or repetition to highlight the trouble-sources in teachers’ other-initiated 

repair in order to provoke students’ self-repair.   
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Cui (2010) concentrates on the repair sequences between learners’ interaction in the 

MFL classroom in a Canadian university. According to the data, self-initiated 

self-repair is far the most frequently used repair type among all, which reaches to 82%. 

Among adult learners, they tend to maintain the public self-image of others and avoid 

correcting the errors of their peers, which might be due to the constriction of 

considerations of “face” (Brown & Levinson, 1987) as Kasper (1985) proposes. The 

adoption of self-initiated self-repair not only displays students’ capacity and 

knowledge to detect and correct their mistakes, but also demonstrates their attempts to 

control their FL outputs as well as a strategy of face-saving. It is also regarded as an 

opportunity to activate the cognitive process of FL or L2 learning. Finally, Cui (2010) 

proposes that teachers should offer the opportunity to the students and allow them to 

repair their mistakes, which echoes to van Lier (1988) that adequate wait time or 

delay of other-repair from the teacher’s part is essential. Nevertheless, she also 

suggests that teachers shouldn’t underestimate nor overestimate students’ capacity to 

self-repair; it’s more recommendable that they take into account students’ language 

level, affective and cultural factors when operating repairs.   

 

Tang (2014) focuses her investigation on self-repair practices in the MFL classroom in 

China. Two types of self-repairs are identified in this study: self-initiated self-repair 

and other-initiated self-repair. In line with the results, the author suggests that the 

paradigm established by Schegloff et al. (1977) can be generally applied in other 

languages, including Mandarin Chinese. However, some special features of self-repair 

in MFL classroom still cannot be disregarded. For example, other-initiated techniques 

like open class repair initiators, partial repetition of the trouble 

source+wh-interrogative, and you mean+understanding check are absent in the data. 

Instead, the instructors repeat the original questions to emphasize the trouble-sources 

in the students’ utterances. Furthermore, she recommends that MFL teachers develop 

more fruitful and various pedagogical methods to initiate and facilitate students with 

their self-repair.    

 

Eisenchlas et al. (2013) put their emphasis on the functions of self-initiated self-repair 

in the MFL classroom settings in China to see whether this kind of repair can be used 

for purpose more than grammatical correction. Regarding to both the interaction data 

and the interview, students use self-repair for a much wider range of function than is 

usually assumed (Eisenchlas et al., 2013, p. 16), thus it may be more complicated if 

using self-initiated self-repair as an indicator of proficiency level language acquisition 

or monitoring ability, which coincides with the findings of Rieger (2001, 2003). The 

authors further declare that self-initiated self-repair cannot clearly indicates what 
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students monitor and what they know; besides, due to the fact that learners don’t 

repair every trouble-source they are aware of and that not every self-repair is obvious 

to an observer, the results in terms of analyzing learners’ monitory ability may appear 

to be superficial. It is found that the relation between self-repair and proficiency is 

weaker than what the previous studies assume since some repairs are operated due to 

the perceptions of ability instead of actual ability; moreover, according to participants 

themselves, they self-repair out of more motivations than just their knowledge of 

correct form. It is also suggested that self-repair analysis as an indicator of language 

acquisition is less accurate than other studies propose since some participants are 

found not to incorporate teacher’s feedback into their following talk.   

   

Unlike other studies, Cheng (2014) focuses on the issue of repair and correctness as 

what has been discussed in section 2.2, arguing that although repair usually subsumes 

correction in some of the research, “correction is commonly understood as an action 

that replaces an error with what is correct, [while] repair is regularly initiated even 

when there is no apparent error” (Cheng, 2014, p. 176). Thus she reexamines the 

relation of repair to correction by focusing on how the participants accomplish their 

repair and correction in the interaction. The data of her study is collected in the MFL 

classroom in a North American university. According to the results, the teacher adjusts 

her epistemic stance through various repair forms like open-class repair, incomplete 

utterance, declarative questions and code-switched understanding checks. And the 

different knowledge claim of the repairs provokes distinctive corresponding responses, 

such as confirmation, repetition and completion (Cheng, 2014, p. 195). On the other 

hand, the correction sequences tend to be brief, focused and didactic. The teacher 

highlights students’ errors with prosodic emphasis and the students accept the 

correction in the way of repeating while the teacher resumes the topic as recognition. 

It is also discovered that overlapping shows the teacher’s interactional authority to 

close the turn of the students and highlights the linguistic features. Therefore she 

indicates that correction is a practical and normative achievement in which 

participants display and recognize the conducting of the instruction (Macbeth, 2004, p. 

729; Cheng, 2014, p. 195). However, it is found that the teacher is trapped in the 

dilemma of paying attention to both the form phase and the content phase, which 

corresponds to the findings of Doughty and Varela (1998). Finally, since repair and 

correction are both mechanisms which are necessary and equally important to the 

didactic accomplishment (Hall, 2007a, 2007b), Cheng (2014) suggests and concludes 

her study that the relationship between them is better understood as “co-operating 

organizations” (Macbeth, 2004, p. 723).        
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In summary, the preference of the repair pattern in MFL context is self-initiated 

self-repair, which has been proven to be beneficial to save face and maintain positive 

classroom atmosphere. Most of the trouble-sources are found in students’ utterance 

instead of teachers’; in teachers’ cases, it’s usually a mistake caused by carelessness 

rather than real errors. There are some typical repair patterns suggested in the studies, 

such as supplementation, comment and repetition. The instructors also raise their 

intonation or repeat the questions to directly emphasize the trouble-sources in order to 

invoke students’ self-repair while students tend to use interrogative sentences to seek 

assistance from teachers or other students. Furthermore, it is discovered that students 

use repetition to display acceptance to other-repairs, which is also a signal to close the 

repair sequences.    

 

As we have seen, despite the fact that there are numerous studies on repair 

phenomena occurring in MFL classroom, all the presented studies are based on group 

lessen setting, research on the repair sequences taking place in one-to-one MFL class 

is still absent. By virtue of the fact that the researcher of the current study is giving 

this kind of one-to-one private MFL class, it is considered appropriate to take 

advantage of this data collecting resource and worth investigating in this particular 

topic of repair.  

3. Research aims and questions  

The current study aims to discover how the repairs function in the interaction between 

teacher and student in a one-to-one MFL class and what those characteristics of the 

repairs are in this specific context.  

 

The main question is “How do the participants of a one-to-one MFL class construct 

their repair trajectory in order to solve the problems occurring in their interaction?” To 

answer this question the author is going to analyze the video-recorded data, identify 

the different repair patterns and compare the results with repair phenomena in other 

FL and MFL classroom settings. There are three sub-questions derived from the main 

one have been defined: 

  

1. What are the typical and common types of repair in a one-to-one MFL class? 

2. What are the common reasons of the emergence of the trouble-sources?  

3. What are the differences between the repair taking place in a one-to-one class and 

a group class? 
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4. Methodology  

The current study is conducted within the framework of Conversation Analysis (CA), 

which is an approach established and proposed by Sacks, Schegloff and Jefferson 

between the late 1960s and the early 1970s and it’s already a mature and 

well-developed research methodology presently. According to Seedhouse (2005b), the 

main focus of CA researchers is the social act involved with language rather than the 

language itself as what those linguists are normally interested in. Consequently, CA 

aims to analyze “how participants systematically organize their interactions to solve a 

range of organizational problems” (ten Have, 2005) and based on this viewpoint 

everything produced in interaction can be regarded as doing this in relation to the 

other interactants and is designed for the certain purpose (ten Have, 2005). Unlike 

traditional sociology, CA is a bottom-up, emic and data-driven approach, which 

usually involved in voice or video recording data carefully transcribed with details 

since it embraces not only verbal but also non-verbal conducts, such as facial 

expressions, gestures and other visible movements or actions.  

 

Following what proposed by Seedhouse (2004, p. 142), the author of the current study 

outlines the repairs found in the data according to their participants, trajectories, types 

and focuses (motivations). And then due to the fundamental question of CA: Why is 

this happening in this way right now? (Seedhouse, 2005b), the author analyzes the 

transcribed interactions as what Seedhouse (2010, p. 5) suggests that what the analysts 

of L2 classroom interaction do is “follow the same procedure as the participants and 

trace[s] the evolving relationship between pedagogy and interaction, using as 

evidence the analyses of this relationship which the participants display to each other 

in their own turns” (Seedhouse, 2010, p. 5).  

 

In Section 4.1, the information of the collected data is provided, including the 

recording equipment, collecting dates, location and the total duration. In Section 4.2, 

the detailed profile of the participants – the student and the teacher – is presented, 

along with the introduction to the one-to-one class. And finally, in Section 4.3, the 

transcription system and the way of presenting the transcripts adopted in this study are 

explained. 

4.1 Data collection 

The interactions which are analyzed and the fragments which are demonstrated in the 

current study are based on and extracted from the video recordings which conducted 

by the researcher during her one-to-one Mandarin Chinese class under the permission 

of the student. The recording device is an Asus Zenfone Selfie with the model number 
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ZD551KL, whose video recording capacity reaches to 1080p at 30fps. Despite the fact 

that it’s a cellphone, the quality of the videos recorded by it is comparable to those by 

a camera. During the data collection period from November 4th to December 11th, 

2017, the participants had the class three days a week and each class lasted 

approximately 45 minutes to 1 hour depending on the teaching content of each class. 

The total duration of the recording data is about 800 minutes (approximately 13.3 

hours). Since it’s a one-to-one private class, the location where the interactions, 

namely the class, occurred and was filmed is the living room of the flat in which the 

student lived, which is in the capital of Barcelona, Spain.  

4.2 Participants and class 

The student is a 30-year-old female from Italy, speaking Italian as her native language, 

having excellent command of English at fluent level, Spanish and French at 

intermediate level. She majored in Mandarin Chinese at a university in Italy and after 

the graduation she has lived in China about three years for improving her Chinese 

(has attended to C1 Chinese class) and working. Currently she can speak Mandarin 

Chinese at an advanced level. Her professional experience is related to translation, 

interpretation, editing, customer receiving and management to social media and at 

present time she is living and working in Spain.   

 

The teacher of the class is a 26 year-old female from Taiwan and speaks both 

Mandarin Chinese and Taiwanese style Southern Min as her native languages. She 

graduated from a university in Taiwan as English major, speaking English fluently 

and having labor experience of translation between Mandarin Chinese and English 

about two years. Furthermore, she is also a qualified Chinese teacher with the 

certificate of Teaching Mandarin Chinese as a Second/ Foreign Language. Her 

Spanish learning experience is around three years with the capacity of advanced level 

and is currently living in Spain.  

 

This one-to-one class was personalized according to the requirements of the Italian 

student. Since the student already has a C1 command of Mandarin Chinese and can 

communicate with native speakers almost fluently without problems, the focus of the 

class was not to practice daily conversation or help her build the knowledge of 

vocabulary or grammars; instead, the main object was to assist her translate some 

articles from Italian into Mandarin Chinese, namely the training of former writing. 

Rather than adapting some teaching materials or textbooks, the student found some 

current Italian articles on the internet and through her laptop she showed them to the 

teacher and then together they manage to translate them into Chinese. One thing 
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should be taken into account is that the teacher doesn’t understand Italian. As a result, 

what they did in the class was: Firstly, the student tried to explain to the teacher the 

meaning of the sentences in Mandarin Chinese; later, according to what she had 

understood from the explanation of the student, the teacher reproduced the sentences 

in Chinese and made sure with the student that she had understood the meaning 

correctly; and finally, if what the teacher said seemed to be correct to the student, they 

began to discuss how to translate the sentence into formal written Chinese; if not, they 

kept negotiating until the teacher understood comprehensively what the sentence 

meant. 

4.3 Data transcription 

As the study of Lee, et al. (2017) indicates, the transcription of Chinese conversation 

is way more complicated; additionally, nowadays there still isn’t a widely recognized 

and united system for the transcription of it. In the current study, due to the concern 

that the analyzed conversation can be presented not only in its original form but also 

in the Romanization form since Mandarin Chinese is not a phonographic language 

and it’s difficult to employ the Jeffersonian system to indicate such details which one 

may wish to describe in the transcription (Hepburn & Bolden, 2017, p. 134), the 

author adopts the transcription method which is presented in the paper of Tang (2014) 

and Lee et al. (2017), that the first line and the second line are both transcribed 

according to the Jeffersonian system (Jefferson, 2004) and Hepburn and Bolden (2013, 

2017), the used notations are presented in the appendix, while the first one is written 

with Chinese characters and the second one is written with the phonetic representation 

Pinyin; the third line provides the roughly literal translation in English; and the last 

line is the fluent and understandable English translation in bold face and italic in order 

to make it clearer to read, and in the case that the literal translation and the fluent 

translation are exactly identical, only the later one is shown to avoid repetition. 

Furthermore, although multimodal analysis is not the main focus of the current study, 

some visible conducts still play important roles in the interaction. Therefore, the 

approach of “transcriber comments” (Hepburn & Bolden, 2017, p. 104-108) is applied 

in the transcript as well in order to capture some crucial behaviors such as eye gaze, 

facial expression, gestures, head nodding and other non-verbal actions which are 

essential for the analyst to understand the interaction. And for better readability, 

asterisks* are used to differentiate those lines of visible conducts from those lines of 

conversation. The turns of the teacher are indicated by T while those of the student are 

shown by S. 

5. Data analysis 

The repairs discovered in the data are identified and classified into seven categories 
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regarding to their participants, trajectories, patterns and focuses (motivations), as 

showed in Table 1.   

 

 
Participants Trajectories Patterns 

Focuses 

(motivations) 

1 S - 
Self-initiated 

self-repair 
- 

2 S and T 

S spots her errors  

(S fails to 

self-repair)  

asks for T’s help   

T completes repair 

Self-initiated 

other-repair 

Form-and 

-accuracy 

(vocabulary, 

grammar, 

pronunciation, 

etc.) 

3 T - 
Self-initiated 

self-repair 
- 

4 T and S 

T spots S’s errors  

(S fails to self-repair) 

 T corrects S Other-initiated 

other-repair 

Form-and 

-accuracy 

(vocabulary, 

grammar, 

pronunciation, 

etc.) 

5 T and S 

T spots S’s errors   

S self-repairs 

Other-initiated 

self-repair 

Form-and 

-accuracy 

(vocabulary, 

grammar, 

pronunciation, 

etc.) 

6 T and S 

T asks for S’s 

confirmation   

S replies to complete 

repair 

Self-initiated 

other-repair 

Making sure if T 

has understood 

what S means 

7 T and S 

T asks for S’s help  

S responds to repair  

( T’s confirmation) 

Self-initiated 

other-repair 

Hearing or 

understanding 

problems 

Table 1: Seven types of repairs found in the data (T: teacher, S: student). 

 

1. Student’s self-initiated self-repair. 

2. Student notices the trouble-source in her own utterance, then self-initiates the 
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repair by soliciting assistance of the teacher after the failing of self-repair attempt 

or directly asking teacher’s help without intention to self-repair and teacher 

completes the repair by responding to the student’s solicitude.  

3. Teacher’s self-initiated self-repair 

4. Teacher initiates the repair by detecting the errors in the student’s utterances, 

student intends to complete the repair but is not capable and thus solicits 

assistance of the teacher and finally the teacher complete the repair by correcting 

the student’s errors or teacher directly corrects student’s mistakes without 

student’s attempt to self-repair. 

5. Teacher initiates the repair by detecting student’s errors and after receiving 

teacher’s signal, student conducts self-repair. 

6. Teacher initiates the repair by asking for the student’s corroboration to make sure 

if she has understood well what the student means, and the student reply to the 

teacher to complete the repair. 

7. Teacher initiates the repair by soliciting assistance of the student due to hearing or 

understanding problems and the student responds to the teacher by repeating or 

providing more information.  

 

Due to the concern of space, only four extracts from the collected data will be 

presented. However, unlike what has been done in the majority of the previous 

research, rather than classifying the fragments by the types of repair patterns that 

contain, the author of the current study treats each of the extracts as a whole process 

of problem-solving since each of them contains more than one repair pattern which 

appear to be dividable from the micro perspective but actually all of them aim to solve 

only one problem if we see them from a macro perspective. For this reason, the author 

tends to analyze the extracts as complete cases and identify those different repair 

types within a sole fragment. As a result, the extracts aren’t arranged by the categories 

of repairs but the topics or problems the participants deal with. More examples and 

explanations will be shown in the following analysis.    

 

The extracts are demonstrated first by their transcript and then the analysis. Not only 

the above mentioned seven patterns will be found among them, but also some specific 

characteristics of Mandarin Chinese and MFL classroom will be enclosed.   

 

(5.1) 

 

01. S：從那時候(0.5)呃-開始一起發展(0.2)不是一起發展(.)就是((clicks her tongue)) 

  cóng nà shí hòu(0.5)e -kāi shǐ yī qǐ fā zhǎn (0.2)bú shì yī qǐ fā zhǎn (.)jiù shì  
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((clicks her tongue)) 

Since then, eh started together develop, isn’t together develop, that is 

From then on, eh…started to develop together, isn’t develop together, that is, 

02.   呃-(0.7)adapt(0.5)這怎麼說? 

  e -(0.7)adapt(0.5)zhè zěn me shuō ? 

  Eh…adapt, this how to say? 

  Eh…adapt, how to say it? 

03. T：嗯- 

   èn – 

   Mmm… 

04. S：比如說(.)如果有一個東西(.)這個東西是(.)((clicks her tongue))(0.5)自己(.) 

      bǐ rú shuō (.)rú guǒ yǒu yī gè dōng xī (.)zhè gè dōng xī shì (.)((clicks her 

tongue))(0.5)zì jǐ (.) 

      For example, if have a thing, this thing is, itself 

      For example, if there’s a thing, this thing is, itself 

05.    呃-(0.7)發展自己-((clicks her tongue))(1.0)比如說(0.5)自然(0.2)你不是自 

  e -(0.7)fā zhǎn zì jǐ -((clicks her tongue))(1.0)bǐ rú shuō (0.5)zì rán (0.2)nǐ bù 

shì zì 

Eh…develop itself, for example, the nature, you do not 

Eh…develop by itself…for example, the nature, you don’t change  

06.    己呃-會改變(0.5)但是(.)你會-((clicks her tongue))看自然怎麼樣[然後]- 

   jǐ e-huì gǎi biàn (0.5)dàn shì (.)nǐ huì -((clicks her tongue))kàn zì rán zěn me  

yàng [rán hòu ]- 

yourself, eh…will change, but you will, see the nature how then 

by yourself, eh…but you will…see how the nature does, and then 

07. T：                                                     [適應]嗎?  

                                                        [shì yìng]ma ?  

                                                             Adapt? 

08.    適[應] 

   shì [yìng] 

   Adapt. 

09. S：  [啊]! 適應(.)應該是 

     [ā ]! shì yìng (.)yīng gāi shì 

     Ah! Adapt, it should be. 

 

*teacher starts to write the word on her note book and student types the word in an 

online translation application on her laptop according to what the teacher writes 
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10. T : [    對  (.)  第  一  個  ] 

  [((*looks at the laptop screen))] 

[   duì  (.)  dì   yī  ge   ] 

  Yes, the first one. 

11. S : [                對                  ] 

  [((*looks at the translation output in English))] 

[                duì                  ] 

  Yes. 

 

In line 01, the student denies what she has just said with the negation 不是 bú shì 

“isn’t” and intends to look for the correct word by starting with 就是 jiù shì “is”. In 

other words she is aware of the trouble-source that she made and tries to self-repair it; 

however, due to the lack of vocabulary knowledge she doesn’t know how to express 

the concept in Chinese thus code-switches to English, which is supposed to be the 

common language (except Chinese) between the teacher and the student, and said 

“adapt” and then asks the teacher for its Chinese translation with the interrogative 

sentence 這怎麼說 zhè zěn me shuō “How to say it?”  

 

The reaction of the teacher may be understood in two ways: either she is searching the 

corresponding word in Chinese in her mind or she doesn’t get what the student means 

thus is still thinking about it. However, whether it is the first one or the second one, 

嗯- èn- “Mmm…” in line 03 is definitely a non-preferred turn since the teacher 

doesn’t give the student an immediate solution to her question in line 02, showing that 

there’s something unclear. This non-preferred turn makes the student realize that 

there’s another problem inside the first problem and the intersubjectivity is under 

threat; since the student is supposed to explain the content of the Italian article in 

Chinese to the teacher, if she fails to express the idea in Chinese, in this context it’s 

regarded as a trouble. Nevertheless, the second trouble is that not only she doesn’t 

know how to say this word in Chinese, the teacher doesn’t address a corresponding 

utterance to her question either, even though she already code-switches to English.  

 

Now, the first objective is to solve the core problem which is to reconstruct the 

intersubjectivity. Therefore the student tries to provide more information or hints to let 

the teacher have a clearer picture of what she is talking about with the word 比如說 

bǐ rú shuō “for example” in line 04. Later in line 05, we see another “for example” 

showing up in the utterance which indicates a trace of self-repair because the student 

finds that somehow she cannot explain her idea well or makes a mistake in the 

previous instance, thus with another “for example” she attempts to come up with 
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another example to recover this trouble.  

 

Due to the hints the student has given and the help of the context, which is about the 

peaceful coexistence between human being and Mother Nature, the teacher finally 

guesses out what the student are intending to say and in line 07 she addresses the 

target word in a questioning form 適應嗎? shì yìng ma “Is it ‘adapt’?” to check with 

the student if she has understood what she means correctly and if it is exactly the 

word that she is searching for. And then the following repetition of 適應 shì yìng 

“adapt” in line 08 can be interpreted as a self-confirmation of the teacher which 

implies that even though she has asked for the student’s confirmation teacher herself 

has the confidence that it is actually the word. The repetition also has the function of 

highlighting, as to tell the student that “This is the answer.” Besides, it helps to avoid 

hearing problem since in line 07 the teacher overlaps the student’s turn in line 06; if 

she wouldn’t have repeated “adapt” again, maybe the student would have hearing 

problem.  

 

The “ah” of the student in line 09 indicates the change of her epistemic stance; it 

dawns on her at that moment that it seems to be the word that she is searching for. 

And then she repeats the word as confirmation as well as a signal of acceptance of the 

teacher’s other-repair although later she says 應該是 yīng gāi shì “It should be” 

instead of a more definitive corroboration which may indicate that 適應 shì yìng 

“adapt” is a new vocabulary to the student, she even doesn’t know or has heard of this 

word somewhere but has never used it before (unlike the cases in which the student 

shows certainty in the corroboration to the teacher’s repair, which suggests that what 

she is searching for is a word which she has known before just that at this moment she 

forgets and thus the repair of the teacher is more like a recall to her memory rather 

than teaching new knowledge).  

 

Since the student uses the laptop as the equipment to present the discussed material 

while the teacher uses her notebook as a medium to write or draw in order to 

demonstrate the student the words or ideas (which functions like the blackboard in the 

traditional classroom settings), we can see that after the student said “It should be” in 

line 09, the teacher starts to write down the characters of 適應 shì yìng “adapt” on her 

notebook to show the student how the word looks which can be regarded as the 

reaction to the uncertainty of the student. Now that the previous problem of 

intersubjectivity and the fail to express the conception in Chinese both seem to be 

solved at once when the teacher said 適應 shì yìng “adapt” as the answer to the 

student’s question 這怎麼說? zhè zěn me shuō “How to say it?”, another problem 
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has emerged, which is that the student is not capable to confirm the response of the 

teacher due to the fact that the word is unfamiliar to her. The teacher has noticed this, 

thus helps the student to find out by displaying the characters (which can be viewed as 

a didactic act). And then the student types the characters in an online translation 

application meanwhile the teacher is offering assistance by saying 對，第一個 duì dì 

yī ge “Yes, the first one” in line 10, which indicates one of the important and 

worth-noticing features of Chinese language that the relationship between the 

pronunciation (sound pattern) and the character (form) is not exclusive. In other 

words, numerous Chinese characters have to share a single sound pattern (have the 

identical pronunciation). When the student types the characters 適應 shì yìng “adapt” 

through Pinyin input method, other characters which also correspond to the 

pronunciation “shì yìng” appear at the same time, thus the teacher instructs her to 

choose the first appearance. After inputting Chinese in the translation application, the 

student makes it translate into English and according to the output therefore with the 

positive utterance 對 duì “Yes” she verifies the answer which the teacher gave her 

was correct: 適應 shì yìng is exactly the word she means.  

 

In this extract, the first repair begins in line 01 when student’s self-repair attempt fails 

and asks for the teacher’s help in line 02 with the question “How to say it?” and is 

repaired by the teacher in line 07 when she reveals the answer “adapt” (category 2); 

the second repair is found in line 03 initiated by the teacher with the non-preferred 

turn “Mmm…” and is repaired by the student with her reaction of providing more 

information including examples and confirmed by teacher herself in line 07 when she 

finally comes up with the answer (category 7); the third one is a self-repair in the 

student’s utterance in line 05 when she rises another example (category 1); and the 

last one is initiated by the teacher’s turn in line 07 when she intends to make sure if 

what the student means is “adapt” and is repaired through the action of writing down 

the characters and looking up in online translator and then completed by the student’s 

“Yes” as the confirmation in line 11 (category 6).  

 

It should be taken into account that from a macro perspective the whole extract itself 

is an example of repair from line 01 when the student fails to self-repair until the last 

line when she finally confirms the word given by the teacher. However, in the current 

study the author intends to analyze the phenomena from a microscopic perspective 

thus divides it into more repair actions according to their focuses and motivations. On 

the other hand, although these four repairs have their own trajectories and focuses but 

they all orient to a single objective: to clarify if 適應 shì yìng “adapt” is the word 

that the student intends to say in line 01.     
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(5.2) 

 

01. S：這個- 恩佐- (.)國王 

   zhè gè - ēn zuǒ - (.)guó wán 

   This…Enzo… king. 

02. T：嗯 

   Èn 

   Uh huh. 

03. S：呃- (2.0)被稱(0.5)稱呼(1.0)呃-((clicks her tongue))(1.2)[ 這 個 ]國王 

                                                  [((*points at  

the screen))] 

e- (2.0)bèi chēng (0.5)chēng hū (1.0)e -((clicks her tongue))(1.2)zhè gè guó 

wáng 

Eh…is called, called, eh…this king. 

04. T：囚犯 

   qiú fàn 

   Prisoner. 

05. S：囚-囚犯(3.2)但是我不知道- = 

   qiú -qiú fàn (3.2)dàn shì wǒ bù zhī dào - = 

   Pri…prisoner. But I don’t know… 

06. T：=prisoner 

    Prisoner. 

07. S：嗯 

   èn 

   OK. 

 

*S starts to review the original Italian text 

 

08. S：所以是囚和(.)呃-王子(1.0)no!= 

      suǒ yǐ shì qiú hé (.)e -wáng zǐ (1.0)no!= 

      So it is prisoner (incorrectly pronounced), eh, prince….no! 

09. T：=囚犯= 

=qiú fàn= 

       Prisoner. 

10. S：=啊! 囚犯 = 

      =a! qiúfàn= 

      Ah! Prisoner. 

11. T：嗯 
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      èn  

      Uh huh. 

12. S：王子= 

      wán gzǐ= 

      Prince. 

13. T：=國- 國- 

      =guó - guó - 

       Ki…Ki… 

 

14. S：啊!國王(.)[ 王  子  是-  prince ] 

              [((*looks at the teacher))] 

      ā !guó wáng (.)[wáng zǐ shì - prince]      

Ah, king. Prince is… 

15. T：                      [prince] 

                             Prince. 

16. S：嗯 

   èn 

   OK. 

 

In line 01, since the student already gets the Chinese output from the translating 

application of a compound word which she doesn’t know how to say, she then returns 

to continue the original topic. Rather than a direct acknowledge, the teacher’s 嗯 èn 

“uh huh” in line 02 is more like a response to make the student know that she is 

listening and as a encouragement to let her keep talking. The student goes on her 

utterance and self-corrects 稱 chēng to 稱呼 chēng hū in line 03 although it’s not a 

real error since both usages are correct and acceptable in the context (there’s difficulty 

of demonstrating the difference in the English translation because in English the both 

mean the same). However, another trouble-source appears which is implied by the 

action of clicking tongue made by the student. Due to the fact that the compound 

word contains some characters that she doesn’t recognize, she is not capable to read it. 

This phenomenon is resulted from the fact that in Chinese the relationship between 

the sound pattern and the form of the characters is arbitrary. In other words, unlike 

alphabetic writing, if the learners or even native speakers don’t know the characters, 

in most of the cases it’s almost impossible to guess out their pronunciation. Thus the 

student points to the screen of the laptop when saying 這個國王 zhè gè guó wáng 

“this king”. It’s unclear that if she has learned the word 國王 guó wáng “king” before 

since 國 guó “country” and 王 wáng “monarch” are rather basic characters; perhaps 

she doesn’t know the word 國王 guó wáng “king” but recognizes the characters 國
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guó and 王 wáng therefore is capable to read them. On the contrary, it’s more proven 

that she hasn’t learned the word 囚犯 qiú fàn “prisoner” before, as a result she 

replaces it with 這個 zhè gè “this” plus the gesture of pointing at the characters on the 

screen. In the context which the student is supposed to express her idea in Chinese, it 

is considered a problem in the interaction, thus she uses the laptop (translating output) 

and the gesture as her strategies to repair the broken intersubjectivity. Later on, in line 

04 the teacher complete the repair by reading out the output on the screen, it can also 

be viewed as a didactic action (to teach the student the pronunciation). The student 

repeats the pronunciation in line 05 with hesitation and uncertainty, and her later 

utterance explains the reason why: she doubts if the translation from the application is 

correct since she doesn’t recognize the characters and the word, which also indicates 

the fact that although nowadays we rely a lot on computational translation but people 

still maintain distrust towards machines. As shown in line 07, the teacher solves her 

doubt with the strategy of code-switching to their common language English: since 

she doesn’t trust the Italian-Chinese translation made by the application, the teacher 

hence gives her the Chinese-English translation made by herself to double check. And 

the confirmation is completed by the student’s 嗯 èn “OK”, which demonstrates her 

admission.  

      

After confirming with the teacher that the original Italian text should be translated as 

囚犯國王 qiú fàn guó wáng “prisoner king”, the student intends to repeat the 

compound word in order to continue the previous topic. However, there are two 

linguistic errors in the student’s utterance (line 08), one is the pronunciation of 囚犯 

qiú fàn “prisoner”, which is pronounced by her as qiú hà, and the other is the misuse 

of the vocabulary 王子 wáng zǐ “prince”, which is supposed to be 國王 guó wáng 

“king.” Afterwards the reaction of the student shows that she has already noticed the 

errors, or at least something appears to be uncertain to her, thus she says “no”, which 

is a mixture of languages since she doesn’t say it in Chinese. It can be regarded not 

only as a signal of self-reflection and the negative evaluation to her own utterance but 

also a marker of the trouble-source and the initiation of the repair.  

 

In line 09 we can see that the teacher completes the repair with the correct 

pronunciation of 囚犯 qiú fàn “prisoner”, and immediately in the next turn the 

student repeats the word correctly as an acceptation to the teacher’s assistance. Again, 

as we have seen before in Extract 5.1, the exclaiming “ah” of the student implies the 

change of her epistemic stance that she finally realizes the difference between what 

she pronounced and what it should be pronounced. Later in line 10, the teacher utters 

嗯 èn “uh huh” as an implication to express assent and an positive evaluation to the 
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student’s latest pronunciation in line 11. The repair is not completed until the teacher 

gives her confirmation to the student’s pronunciation.  

 

Then, in line 12 the student intends to go on her sentence by resuming the topic. 

Nevertheless, due to her insistence on the word 王子 wáng zǐ “prince” it is noticed 

that she still doesn’t recognize it as a problem. It functions as a suggestion to the 

teacher that she needs some help; as a result, the prompt appearance of the teacher’s 

next turn is a cue to provoke the student’s self-repair since she only utters the first part 

of the word instead of providing the complete vocabulary, as has shown in line 13. 

After receiving the hint, the student initiates her turn (line 14) with another 

exclaiming “ah” and then self-corrects the word 王子 wáng zǐ “prince” to 國王 guó 

wáng “king”. She further checks with the teacher to see what the word which is 

misused by her in the previous turns means. The action of looking to the teacher 

entails the student’s necessity to the teacher’s corporation in the sense that she’s 

seeking an answer or corroboration. However, the student herself finds out the answer 

almost at the same moment when the teacher reveals it, which causes an overlapping 

as shown in line 14 and 15. And eventually the student closes the sequence with an 

acknowledge mark 嗯 èn “OK” in line 16.  

 

In this extract, the first repair appears when the student self-repairs in line 03 

(category 1). And then in the same line, the trouble-source is emphasized by the 

student’s tongue clicking and her attempt of using equipment and hand gesture to 

indicate and replace the word which she doesn’t know how to read, and the problem is 

solved by the teacher in line 04 when she reads the word for the student (category 2). 

However, the following turn shows student’s uncertainty towards the computational 

translation output, which suggests that another problem is emerging. Consequently, 

the teacher chooses to use their common language English to confirm with the student 

in line 06 and the student gives her positive feedback in line 07 and thus closes the 

repair sequence (category 2). Later on, in line 08 the student makes two mistakes 

when repeating the compound word which she has just learned. The errors are 

respectively corrected by the teacher in line 09 (category 4) and in line 14 by the 

student herself with the provocation of the teacher (category 5).  

 

The sequences also demonstrate that the first trouble-source is due to the uncertainty 

of the lexical choice; the second one is resulted from the lack of lexical knowledge; 

the third one is due to the distrust towards the translation; the fourth one is because of 

the unfamiliarity towards the recently-learned word; while the final one is for the 

incorrect picking-up of the vocabulary. It is noticeable that the student does know the 
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difference between 國王 guó wáng “king” and 王子 wáng zǐ “prince” and she 

misplaces 王子 wáng zǐ “prince” in the sentence not by chance; instead, it could be 

suggested that is because she puts the two words in the identical category of her 

lexicon according to their meanings and attributes and thus misuse them by accidence.    

 

(5.3) 

 

01. S：她去她的-呃-公司(1.3)但是現在她-(0.8)失明了[ (1.9)no 失-失什麼? ](0.3)失- 

                                          [((*looks at the teacher, 

                                            and the teacher looks  

back at her with confusion))] 

      tā qù tā de -e -gōng sī (1.3)dàn shì xiàn zài tā -(0.8)shī míng le [(1.9)no shī –shī 

shén me?](0.3)shī – 

She went to her, eh, company, but now she…lost sight, no, lost…lost what? 

lost… 

02. T：失業?  

   shī yè ? 

   Lost job? 

03. S：啊![   失   業   !  ]失明是什麼?  

         [((*nods her head))] 

      ā! [    shī   yè    !]shī míng shì shén me? 

      Ah! Lost job! Lost sight is what? 

      Ah! Lost job! What is lost sight? 

04. T：你剛剛說什麼? (0.2)失明嗎? 

   nǐ gāng gāng shuō shén me? (0.2)shī míng ma? 

   You just said what? Lost sight? 

   What did you just say? Lost sight? 

05. S：[      嗯!       ] 

      [((*nods her head))] 

      èn! 

      Yes. 

06. T：失明是- = 

   shī míng shì - = 

   Lost sight is… 

07. S：=不能睡[覺] 

   =bù néng shuì [jiào] 

   Cannot sleep. 

08. T：       [是]不能[       看       ] 
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                 [((*points at her eye))] 

          [shì ]bù néng [kàn] 

           Is cannot see. 

09. S：啊! 不能-?  

      +she looks very surprised 

      ā ! bù néng -? 

      Ah! Cannot…? 

10. T：失- 明- 

   shī - míng – 

   Lost- sight-  

11. S：啊哈!  

   ā hā ! 

   Ah hah! 

12. T：明天的明(.)如果是明天的明是看不到 

   míng tiān de míng (.)rú guǒ shì míng tiān de míng shì kàn bù dào 

   míng tiān (tomorrow)’s míng, if is míng tiān (tomorrow)’s míng is cannot see. 

   The míng of míng tiān (tomorrow). If is the míng of míng tiān (tomorrow) it 

means cannot see. 

13. S：啊哈!  

   ā hā ! 

Ah hah! 

14. T：然後失- 眠- 

   rán hòu shī - mián – 

   And then lost-sleep- 

15. S：啊! 眠!  

   ā ! mián ! 

   Ah mián! 

16. T：眠(.)睡眠的眠[是不能睡覺] 

   mián (.)shuì mián de mián [shì bù néng shuì jiào ] 

   mián, shuì mián (sleep)’s mián is cannot sleep. 

   Mián, the mián of shuì mián (sleep) means cannot sleep. 

17. S：            [啊! >對對對對對<! ](0.3)也不是(.)但是是-[失業] 

               [ā ! >duì duì duì duì duì <! ](0.3)yě bù shì (.)dàn shì shì -[shī yè ] 

               Ah! Yes yes yes yes yes! Either is not, but is… lost job. 

               Ah! Yes, yes, yes, yes,yes! But it’s neither lost sleep, it’s…lost job. 

18. T：                                               [失業] 

                                                     [shī yè] 

                                                     Lost job. 
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In line 01, after saying that the personage 失明 shī míng “lost sight”, the student 

looks at the teacher to seek acknowledgement. However, rather than giving her 

positive feedback, the teacher stares back at the student with confusion. Without the 

necessity of spoken words, the student realizes that there’s a problem in her utterance 

which hinders the mutual understanding between them and thus intends to self-correct 

the error. Nevertheless, she is unsure of what the coming up word after 失 shī “lose” 

should be thus cannot complete the repair by herself. As a result, she says 失什麼? 

shī shén me “lost what?” to ask for the teacher’s assistance. It is noticeable that with 

the context “She went to her company” the next statement “but now she lost sight” 

appears to be rather irrelevant and a non-preferred one according to the common logic. 

Although we cannot declare that there isn’t the possibility that such situation happens, 

in terms of the coherence of the sentences, it still needs more explanation or 

information. This illustrates the reason why the teacher doesn’t understand the 

student’s utterance.  

 

Yet on the other hand, the student’s attempt of self-correcting the word also gives 

clues for the teacher to conjecture what the problem of the sentence is, since it might 

be a lexical error or lack of coherence. Therefore, in line 02 the teacher begins her aid 

action by coming up with the word 失業 shī yè “lost job”, also thanks to the hint 

provided by the context, but in a questioning tone as to make sure with the student if it 

is the word that she would like to say. The student’s reaction in line 03 reveals that the 

teacher’s assumption is correct. The exclaiming indicates the change of her epistemic 

stance and the action of head nodding also functions as a confirmation. Later, she 

demonstrates her unfamiliarity to the word by saying 失明是什麼? shī míng shì shén 

me “What’s lost sight?” in the sense that she might have heard of this word before or 

in contrary but uttered this word accidentally without even knowing if the word really 

exists in Chinese. Instead of replying to the student immediately, in line 04 the teacher 

double checks with the student if 失明 shī míng “lost sight” is exactly what she has 

said in the first line, which can be regarded as an other-initiated repair to a hearing 

problem, due to the fact that although the only difference between 失明 shī míng and 

失業 shī yè seems to be the different characters of their second part, the meanings are 

totally distinct.  

 

The utterance made by the teacher in line 06 gives encouragement to the student that 

the word 失明 shī míng actually exists although it was a lexical mistake made by her. 

Hence, in line 07 she actively cuts off the teacher’s turn and rushes to provide the 

answer which seems to be correct to her. However, the answer is not correct, and the 

asymmetric relationship between the teacher and the student is illustrated in the 
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overlapping occurring in line 07 and 08. It is observable that it isn’t the teacher’s 

intention to give the student the chance to complete her sentence in line 06 because it 

is supposed that the student doesn’t know the word 失明 shī míng, which is already 

proven by the question issued by the student in line 03.Yet the student thinks that she 

knows the meaning of 失明 shī míng (but actually she confuses it with another word 

失眠 shī mián, which she has really learned before) thus cuts off the teacher’s turn to 

answer it without the teacher’s assignment. However, the teacher overlaps the 

student’s turn to correct her, which shows the teacher’s authority over the student.  

 

In line 09 the student exclaims with noticeable surprise, which should be 

distinguished from the exclaiming that displays the change of epistemic stance like 

shown in line 03. More than an expression of the change of epistemic stance, this 

reaction could be interpreted that the student doesn’t even expect this result; she had 

confidence and thought that the definition that she gave was correct but actually she 

confused 失明 shī míng with another word 失眠 shī mián “lost sleep” (sleepless), 

which might due to the similar pronunciation of 明 míng and 眠 mián. Nevertheless, 

in the case of line 03, the student’s reaction indicates that she has learned the word 失

業 shī yè before, but at that moment she forgot how to say it, and the teacher’s 

question in line 02 functions as a reminder to her memory, thus the “ah” in line 03 can 

be considered as a signal of acceptation to the other-repair, which functions like “yes, 

exactly” or “I see” while in line 09 the “ah” discloses her surprise and confusion 

which implies that she finds it a little unbelievable, as “what?” or “how come?”. 

Furthermore, the question after the exclaiming further demonstrates her doubt. Since 

the result is out of her expectation, she is seeking for more confirmation and 

explanation. 

 

In line 10, the teacher changes her tone to emphasize the word 失明 shī míng and 

then in line 12 she further indicates that the 明 míng of 失明 shī míng is the same as 

the 明míng in the word 明天míng tiān “tomorrow”, displaying the special feature of 

Chinese which we have seen in the previous extract, the non-exclusive relation 

between the character and the sound pattern. Since the student doesn’t know the word 

失明 shī míng, it’s probable that she doesn’t know which 明 míng is when only 

listening the pronunciation. Therefore, the teacher gives her an example which is a 

rather basic word in Chinese that also contains the character 明 míng. And then she 

repeats again the definition of it.  

 

Later, in line 14, the teacher manages to return to the wrong definition given by the 

student in line 07 to make her realize that what she said actually was the definition of 
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another word 失眠 shī mián. Again, she emphasizes the pronunciation with tone 

change which successfully draws the student’s attention and lets her notice the 

difference between 眠 mián and 明 míng, which is proven by the repetition of 眠

mián made by the student in line 15. The exclaiming in line 15 indicates the student’s 

sudden realization on the difference, which can also be considered as the change of 

the epistemic status. The teacher repeats 眠 mián in line 16 and gives example as 

what she has done in line 12 and explains that “can’t sleep”, what the student said in 

line 07, is the definition of 失眠 shī mián. The overlapping occurring in line 16 and 

17 shows the enthusiasm of the student for the solved problem and the cut-off 

operated by the student to the teacher’s turn also implies that she already knows what 

it means, which could be understood as a clue for the teacher to close the sequence. 

Finally, the student herself concludes that what she meant at the beginning it’s neither 

失明 shī míng nor 失眠 shī mián; instead, it’s 失業 shī yè, with the participation of 

the teacher in line 18 as confirmation in the form of another overlapping.  

 

In this extract, the first repair sequence is started in line 01 when the student receives 

the teacher’s confusion as a negative feedback which triggers the student’s self-repair 

and is completed in line 03 when the student repeats and shows her acknowledgement 

towards the word 失業 shī yè after the teacher asks her if it is the word she meant 

(category 2 and 6). In line 04 the teacher initiates a repair to make sure of what the 

student has said due to a hearing problem, and the repair is completed by the student’s 

response and head nodding in line 05 (category 7). Another repair appears in line 08 

when the teacher overlaps the student’s turn in line 07 to correct her definition 

(category 4). Although it seems that the repair has been completed at this point, the 

student’s reaction in line 09 instead of displaying the acceptance, somehow discloses 

her confusion and doubt, which are solved when the teacher further indicates the 

difference of pronunciation between 明 míng and 眠 mián and uses other words as 

examples to illustrate which characters they are in line 16, and the other repair is 

accepted by the student in line 17 as she enthusiastically expresses her agreement 

(category 2).                   

 

(5.4) 

 

01. S：教堂是-個(.)嗎? 

   jiào táng shì -ge (.)ma? 

   Church is ge(quantifier)? 

   The quantifier for “church” is “ge (quantifier)”? 

02. T：座(.)一個(.)個也可以(.)因為很多其實你都可以說個 
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   zuò (.)yī ge (.)ge yě kě yǐ (.)yīn wéi hěn duō qí shí nǐ dōu kě yǐ shuō ge 

      Zuò (quantifier), one ge (quantifier), ge (quantifier) is also fine, because many  

actually you can also say ge (quantifier). 

Zuò (quantifier), one ge (quantifier), ge (quantifier) is also fine, because in 

many cases actually you can also say ge (quantifier). 

03. S：嗯 

   èn 

   Uh huh. 

04. T：但我們會說一座教堂= 

   dàn wǒ men huì shuō yī zuò jiào táng = 

   But we will say one zuò (quantifier) church. 

05. S：=啊(.)座 

   =ā (.)zuò 

   Ah, zuò (quantifier). 

06. T：像一座[山] 

   xiàng yī zuò [shān] 

   Like one zuò (quantifier) mountain. 

07. S：      [一]個地方(.)嗯 

         [yī ]ge dì fāng (.)èn 

         A place, uh huh. 

08. T：對(.)嗯 

      duì (.)èn 

      Yes, uh huh.  

 

In line 01 the student asks for the teacher’s corroboration if the quantifier (measure 

word or classifier) for 教堂 jiào táng “church” is 個ge, which indicates an interesting 

phenomenon in Chinese, that is the usage of quantifiers. There are around 200 

commonly used quantifiers in Chinese and many of them don’t even have a 

corresponding translation in English. However, the usage of Chinese quantifiers isn’t 

restricted by certain fixed regulations; instead, it’s more like recognized conventions 

among the speakers. In line 02, the teacher answers the student by providing another 

option 座 zuò, but later she thinks a while and self-repairs, which can also be 

regarded as self-complements, and tell her that actually 個 ge is also acceptable, since 

個 ge is the universal measure word in Chinese. Yet, due to the fact that 座 zuò is the 

most chosen quantifier for 教堂 jiào tang “church”, at least in formal Chinese writing 

it would be considered more appropriate, the teacher retrieves her concession on the 

student’s answer in line 02 and insists again on usage of 座 zuò. The student’s 

exclaiming and the repetition in line 05 shows that until this moment does she finally 
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realize what the teacher is referring to, which thus makes us reconsider what the 嗯

èn “uh huh” means in the student’s turn in line 03. The most probable interpretation is 

that she was showing her agreement to the last part of the teacher’s utterance in line 

02 that “個 ge can be used in many cases”. It can also be understood that the teacher’s 

reaction in line 02 appears to be that she is still thinking and searching for the best 

answer to respond the student’s question, therefore during this transition period, not 

only the teacher is intending to get out of the dilemma situation by giving a more 

precise response but also the student is waiting the final word that will be given by the 

teacher. Hence, before the appearance of the definite answer the student is not capable 

to give a concrete feedback. As a result, we cannot conclude that the student agrees 

and accepts the teacher’s answer in line 02 because her reaction in line 05 

demonstrates the contrary.         

 

Later, in line 06 the teacher provides another noun 山 shān “mountain” as an example 

to display the possible collocation words of the quantifier 座 zuò. At this moment, the 

student’s reaction causes a little overlapping in line 06 and line 07, with another 

definition/example/explanation showing her understanding and opinion about this 

quantifier; it can be suggested that she has learned this quantifier before; despite of 

the example of 山 shān “mountain” provided by the teacher, she also actively gives 

her own insight to illustrate this measure word. It is worth noticing that the instance 

given by the teacher is more specific while the one given by the student is more 

general. It can be understood that the teacher’s strategy is to give the student some 

examples and then make her classify them, figure out those common attributes and 

finally realize how to use this quantifier instead of directly revealing the conventions. 

On the other hand, the student’s understanding indicates that she already knows how 

to use this quantifier more or less according to the general usage she has provided. 

After sharing her conclusion, the student gives a positive feedback to the teacher’s 

previous example 嗯 èn “uh huh” as shown in line 07 while the teacher also gives 

back positive evaluation to what the student said in line 07 with the response 對嗯duì 

èn “yes, uh huh” in line 08, which not only shows the acknowledgement to the 

student’s example but also implies that the teacher receives the signal that the student 

already gets the idea, there’s no necessity to explain more and thus the teacher closes 

the sequence.   

 

In this extract the first repair is initiated when the student solicits the corroboration 

from the teacher in line 01 (category 2). Although right in the next turn the teacher 

already provides the answer, it doesn’t appear to be satisfying to the student since the 

teacher is still managing to give her a better response by conflicting in her thoughts. 
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Later, in line 04 the teacher retrieves the acceptance of the student’s propose and turns 

back to insist on the original option that she has provided to the student in line 02, 

which can be regarded as teacher’s self-repair (category 3). And not until this moment 

does the student gives an implication of clear agreement and acceptance (category 2). 

It seems that the sequence can have been ended in line 05; nonetheless, the teacher 

still intends to provide more examples to illustrate better the usage of the quantifier, 

thus expands the sequence with more relevant information, which also shows her 

authority to control the conversation. But the student’s reaction of causing a slight 

overlapping hinting the teacher that the problem has been solved and there’s no need 

to continue this subject. Since the teacher’s power is under threat by the student’s 

action in line 07, she tries to gain back her social position face by giving an evaluation 

to the student’s opinion to again demonstrate her authority.   

In summary, in this section the author demonstrates seven different repair trajectories 

in the presented four extracts. In extract 5.1, where the participants are searching the 

word 適應 shì yìng “adapt”, there are four repairs discovered, which are category 1 

(S’s self-initiated self-repair), 2 (S’s self-initiated T’s other-repair), 6 (T’s 

self-initiated S’s other-repair for understanding check) and 7 (T’s self-initiated S’s 

other-repair for understanding problem). In extract 5.2, where they are translating 

Enzo the Prisoner King, repair category 1 (S’s self-initiated self-repair), 2 (S’s 

self-initiated T’s other-repair), 4 (T corrects S’s error) and 5 (T’s other-initiated S’s 

self-repair) are found; in extract 5.3, where the teacher and the student are 

differentiating three words 失業 shī yè “lose job”, 失明 shī míng “lose sight” and 失

眠 shī mián “lose sleep”, category 2 (S’s self-initiated T’s other-repair), 4 (T corrects 

S’s error), 6 (T’s self-initiated S’s other-repair for understanding check) and 7 (T’s 

self-initiated S’s other-repair for hearing problem) are identified. And in the last 

fragment, extract 5.4, where the interactants are dealing with the usage of quantifier, 

category 2 (S’s self-initiated T’s other-repair) and 3 (T’s self-initiated self-repair) are 

spotted. In addition, the author also explains the development of each interaction from 

the emic perspective. Last but not the least, some special issues relevant to the 

characteristics of Chinese language are noticed in the examples, such as the arbitrary 

and exclusive relationship between pronunciation and characters, and the employment 

of quantifiers, etc.  

 

6. Discussion and conclusion 

The current study aims to understand how the teacher and the student in a one-to-one 

MFL class construct their repair trajectories to solve the problems and what the 
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characteristics of the repairs in this specific context are. The findings from the 

analysis are able to provide answers to the three sub-questions defined in section 3.  

 

According to the data, the most typical and common types of repair are category 2, 4 

and 1 (listed in term of their appearing frequency). Coincident with the discovery of 

many other previous studies (Kasper, 1985; van Lier, 1988; Seedhouse, 2004; 

Rylander, 2004), teacher’s other-repair is the most preferred one (category 2 and 4), 

especially student’s self-initiated teacher’s other-repair, which is the most found 

pattern in the data, regardless of whether the student has intended to conduct 

self-repair before officially or impliedly solicit assistance from the teacher. Student’s 

self-initiated self-repair also regularly appears in the conversation (category 1), which 

recalls to the studies of Wang and Wu (2015), Cui (2010) and Tang (2014) as well. 

The phenomena suggest that the student’s high proficiency in Mandarin Chinese 

allows her to be aware of the existing or potential problems no matter her ability make 

her capable to solve them alone or not. Even though in the end the student really 

needs the teacher’s cooperation to complete the repair, it is noticed that in most of the 

cases she attempts to self-repair with what her ability allows her and only appeals for 

help when she can no longer process the problems, which corresponds to the findings 

of Kasper (1985), van Lier (1998), Seedhouse (2004) and Wang and Wu (2015). 

Besides, teacher’s self-initiated self-repair is the less preferred one since it’s only 

caused by the teacher’s uncertainty towards her own statements (since she is still 

thinking and managing to give the student the better solution, as extract 5.4 

demonstrates) or a slip of tongue, as Wang and Wu (2015) indicate. There are also two 

types of teacher’s self-initiated student’s other-repair identified in the data, but none 

of them are due to the trouble-sources in the teacher’s utterances; instead, they are 

initiated by the teacher in order to make sure if what she says is what the student 

means or due to hearing or understanding problems. 

 

In the extracts demonstrated in section 5 we see that the majority of the 

trouble-sources are resulted from the student’s lack of lexical, grammatical or 

structure knowledge, i.e. the focuses of the repairs are form-and-accuracy issues. 

However, it is also observable that the student in this presented data has good 

command of Chinese due to the fact that it is usually revealed by her reaction that the 

teacher’s repair action is merely a recall to her memory of what she has learned before, 

which is different from the cases when the teacher introduces or teaches totally new or 

unfamiliar information to her. Moreover, it should be taken into account that although 

in the setting the student is required to reproduce the Italian text in Chinese orally for 

letting the teacher understand the meaning, which according to Seedhouse (2004) 
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belongs to the meaning-and-fluency context, since the aim of the class is to train the 

student of formal writing the focus of the participants thus changes to 

form-and-accuracy (Seedhouse, 2004).  

 

One of the most significant differences between the repair in a one-to-one class and a 

group class is that in the former setting peers’ other-repair is absent. This fact makes 

the interaction between the teacher and the student more like the one between a native 

(NS) and a non-native speaker (NNS) in the non-educative context (Faerch and 

Kasper, 1982); nonetheless, what should be taken into account is that the asymmetry 

between the participants is still more obvious than in ordinary NS-NNS interaction 

because of their social identity in the defined setting. However, by virtue of that the 

student has good command of Mandarin Chinese, indicating that the interval between 

the levels of expertise held by the participants isn’t that significant, it is noticed that 

the teacher’s social position face many times is threaten by the student’s cut-offs, 

overlappings or other intention to close the on-going repair sequence. And it’s 

interesting that the teacher usually uses a final confirmation to gain back her face and 

show her authority as instructor.  

 

The majority of the specific characteristics of MFL class repairs discovered in the 

presented data are distinctive to other FL class by the language features of Mandarin 

Chinese. For instance, the problems emerge when the student doesn’t know how to 

read (pronounce) the vocabulary which she doesn’t recognize or hasn’t learned since 

Chinese is not phonography; or it’s essential for the teacher to write down or indicate 

what those characters are since the relation between the sound pattern and the form in 

Chinese is not exclusive, thus it is also a problem even though the student pronounces 

correctly the word by imitating the teacher, it’s probable that she still doesn’t know 

what exactly those characters are. These potential trouble-sources are suggested by 

the author that MFL instructors consider in their teaching activities. 

 

The author further indicates that it is sometimes complicated to identify the 

trajectories of the repairs since according to the data there’s a tendency that the repair 

category 6 is usually embedded in the category 2, like extract 5.1 and 5.3 display. The 

main reason might be that in most of the cases the problem-solving procedure is 

actually a word-searching process. Thus, before the teacher provides the correct or 

more accurate vocabulary to solve the problem, she first needs to understand well 

what the real idea that the student intends to express at the beginning is and 

sometimes it takes time to negotiate and confirm. Another example of repair 

combination of category 4 and 2 is shown in extract 5.2 since firstly the teacher 
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corrects the error of the student but the student demonstrates her doubt towards the 

given statement, as a result the teacher still needs to provide more explanation to 

solve the problem caused by the student’s confusion. Additionally, it is also found that 

both the teacher and the student use strategies like code-switching, body languages, 

writing, drawing and even technological devices to help them reconstruct the 

intersubjectivity and sometimes also functions as a marker to emphasize the existence 

of the trouble-sources.  

 

There are still many more interaction fragments and repairs not shown in the study 

due to the concern of length. Nonetheless, it will be the database of the author’s future 

investigations. As for the future possible research lines, since the participant of the 

current study is an advanced student, it is needed to analyze the repair phenomena in 

the conditions when it is one-to-one MFL class with a low-proficiency student and the 

didactic content is not about formal writing or translation.  

 

Analyzing repair patterns and trajectories is like observing a series of problem-solving 

procedures. Consequently, it’s essential to first identify the problems (what’s the 

problem?) and clarify the sources and reasons that cause the troubles (why does it 

happen?) and then according to the two aspects of information find out the most 

efficient and effective way to resolve the problems (how to repair it?). Through the 

process, we also understand how the action of the previous participant triggers and 

influences the reaction of the other and how they cooperate together in the interaction 

to achieve the common objectives. It is always useful and recommendable for those 

instructors to conduct research based on their own class in order to reflex and have a 

more profound insight towards their teaching activities and therefore as an 

opportunity to improve the didactic methods and quality. Finally, it is expected that 

this research on the repairs in one-to-one MFL class will not only shed some light in 

the field of CA in Mandarin Chinese and the teaching of MFL but also appeal more 

attention to the relevant topics of CA in one-to-one FL or L2 classroom.  
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Appendix 

 

Jeffersonian Transcription System Notation 

 

(.) A micropause - a pause of no significant length. 

(0.7) A timed pause - long enough to indicate a time. 

[ ] Square brackets show where speech overlaps. 

> < Arrows showing that the pace of speech has quickened. 

< > Arrows showing that the pace of the speech has slowed down. 

( ) Unclear section. 

(( )) An entry requiring comment but without a symbol to explain it. 

Underlining Denotes a raise in volume or emphasis. 

↑ Rise in intonation 

↓ Drop in intonation 

→ Entered by the analyst to show a sentence of particular interest. Not usually 

added by the transcriber. 

CAPITALS Louder or shouted words. 

(h) Laughter in the conversation/speech. 

= Will be at the end of one sentence and the start of the next. It indicates that 

there was no pause between them. 

: : : Colons - indicate a stretched sound. 

 

 

Jefferson Transcription System – A guide to the symbols. (n.d.). Retrieved June 23, 

2018, from https://www.universitytranscriptions.co.uk/how-to-guides/jefferson- 

transcription-system-a-guide-to-the-symbols/ 




